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Abstract—The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) suffers from numerous security vulnerabilities, which the BGPsec protocol is supposed to fix. In this paper, we argue that fundamental properties of BGP have inherent security vulnerabilities, and that a complete re-design of BGP is needed to achieve strong security guarantees.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the de-facto protocol to ensure the inter-AS connectivity of the Internet. However, since BGP does not have built-in mechanisms to verify if a route is genuine, it suffers from severe security vulnerabilities. Any AS (or BGP router) can announce any arbitrary route. For example, on Feb. 24th, 2008, Pakistan Telecom (AS17557) started an unauthorized announcement of prefix 208.65.153.0/24 [4]. One of Pakistan Telecom’s upstream providers, PCCW Global (AS3491), forwarded this announcement to the rest of the Internet, resulting in the hijacking of YouTube traffic on a global scale for more than two hours. Many similar traffic blackholes and interceptions with active routing attacks and misconfigurations have been reported [1], [2].

To prevent false routing updates, a wide array of secure BGP schemes has been proposed [6], [12], [16], [19], [20], [30], [32]. Among these, BGPsec [20] has recently been proposed by the IETF.

As we show in this paper, despite almost two decades of attempting to fix BGP security vulnerabilities, new vulnerabilities have been identified and we also present additional weaknesses in this paper. Rather than pointing out new vulnerabilities, the goal of this paper is to argue that the design of BGP has fundamental security weaknesses, and that we need to change to a different protocol to achieve strong interdomain routing security.
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II. BACKGROUND: BGPsec

A. Desirable Properties for BGP Security

In this paper, we examine the following four necessary properties to secure BGP.

1. Routing availability: BGP should ensure convergence in the presence of different network events. Even under routing attacks, the routing protocol should quickly converge on correct paths.

2. Path Predictability: A sender should know the exact path that traffic will traverse, so as to prefer routes that avoid known-adversarial networks [2], [3], [5], [11].

3. Blackhole-Resistant Routing: No malicious AS can hijack network traffic. Typically, a blackhole is used to attract traffic to an AS that would otherwise not traverse that AS. This security property, will, for example, prevent prefix hijacking.

4. Loop-Free Routing: No traffic will enter a forwarding loop. Because forwarding loops serve as an attack amplification mechanism, the existence of routing loops can prevent connectivity, overload links, or even disrupt the network.

B. Securing BGP by BGPsec

Prior schemes for securing BGP, such as Secure-BGP (S-BGP) [16], Secure Origin BGP (SoBGP) [32], Pretty Secure BGP (psBGP) [30], and IRR [12], focus on the authenticity and authorization of BGP updates. In particular, S-BGP provides both prefix origin and routing path validation. However, S-BGP introduces prohibitive computation and communication overhead. Recently, the IETF has been working towards standardizing a new approach called BGPsec [20], a protocol based on S-BGP that aims to provide similar security guarantees, specifically, authenticating prefix origin and routing paths. BGPsec is on track to be deployed in the Internet [20].

BGPsec leverages Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) to authenticate prefix origins [20]. The roots of trust for RPKI consists of the Regional Internet Registries (RIRs), including RIPE, APNIC, and ARIN, each of which signs certificates for the resources it allocates [15]. RPKI provides a certificate, called a Route Origin Authorization (ROA), to an entity authorized to advertise a given prefix; the ROA specifies the prefix address and size, and the AS authorized to originate the prefix. Each ISP receiving a routing update verifies the ROA, and rejects unauthorized prefix announcements. Figure 1 illustrates an ROA that specifies that AS2 is allowed to originate and announce prefix 10.0.0.0/16. With this ROA,
AS$_y$ can successfully validate that AS$_x$ is indeed the origin of the prefix.

Like S-BGP, BGPsec attempts to ensure that a BGP router inserts the correct AS number into routing paths such that the routing paths in BGP updates correctly represent inter-AS topologies. Routing path validation in BGPsec relies on the ROA. In addition, it requires other certificates for signing and verifying BGP updates in each AS. For routing path validation, each BGP router signs the routing path before sending it to the next hop. Different from S-BGP, BGPsec only signs an AS key pair that specifies the local AS number and the AS number to which the update is sent.

Figure 1 shows an example of routing path validation in BGPsec. AS$_x$ signs an AS number pair (AS$_x$, AS$_y$), where AS$_y$ is the next hop AS for the update, and embeds the signature in the routing update sent to AS$_y$. AS$_y$ first verifies the signature and validates the routing path. If successful, it signs AS pair (AS$_y$, AS$_z$) and embeds the signature and the corresponding certification in the routing update sent to AS$_z$. Note that in practice, each AS has a Relying Party, e.g., a ROA cache server, to verify the received certificates from RPKI and route updates, and then distribute the trusted route records to all BGPsec routers within the AS. A trusted route record specifies prefixes, the maximum lengths of the prefixes, and the origin ASes. In this setting, the BGPsec routers can directly check that the received routing updates are valid by comparing them to the stored trusted records [20].

It has been claimed that BGPsec is secure, and provides authenticated prefix origins and routing paths announced in routing updates. Unfortunately, BGPsec cannot provide the security properties we list above. Moreover, BGPsec introduces new security vulnerabilities. In the following sections, we will elaborate on these vulnerabilities.

### III. Routing Availability

BGP is known to suffer from slow convergence [17], and ASes experience severe availability problems during route convergence. Normally, after a failure occurs, e.g., a BGP session timeout, BGP will experience a long period to explore an available route, in particular in cases with flapping routes. Route Flap Damping (RFD) [31] was proposed to damp flapping routes and expedite routing convergence. However, RFD can be attacked so that good routes can be falsely damped. For example, Sriram et al. [27] exploit RFD by resetting BGP sessions so as to disrupt the networks. Song et al. [26] recently proposed manipulation attacks where malicious ASes can disable a good route by permanently damping the route. The situation becomes worse if routing policies of BGP are conflicting. Under routing policy conflicts, the routes will never converge and the ASes cannot obtain any valid routes [13].

Moreover, BGP is vulnerable to several data plane attacks that use data plane traffic to attack routing control plane and force ASes to change their routes [33], [24], which will also raise a serious availability problem. For example, Zhang et al. [33] present BGP session attacks by leveraging low-rate TCP DDoS to force routers to withdraw all previously learned routing paths. Schuchard et al. [24] further use this attack technique to generate massive routing updates and overwhelm the computational capacity of routers.

BGPsec does not aim to address the routing availability problem. In addition, BGPsec is unable to throttle the RFD attacks and the data plane attacks, which are aimed at disabling good routes. Instead, the security mechanisms in BGPsec makes the availability problem worse, e.g., it introduces additional delays in verifying route updates, which further prolongs the route convergence time.

### IV. Path Predictability

One important routing security property is path predictability. Specifically, in the context of routing, path predictability means that upon receiving a routing announcement, a sender can know which route the packets will follow if she sends packets to the announcing router. The incremental and distributed path computation of BGP makes it fundamentally impossible to exactly predict the path a packet will follow, and moreover, the forwarding tables may also be inconsistent with respect to the routing updates.

Prior research has already shown that on the Internet, the data plane forwarding behavior differs nearly 8% of the time from paths advertised on the control plane [21]. Though researchers have developed mechanisms for detecting such inconsistencies (e.g., [28]), such techniques are less effective against colluding adversaries.

The central problem that BGPsec faces in path predictability is that though BGPsec can ensure that the advertised path exists administratively, it cannot ensure that the advertised path is the one along which packets are being sent. In fact, without a mechanism for sharing cryptographic keys between the sender and intermediate ASes, and for efficiently using such keys for authenticating packets along a path [23], the problem of path predictability seems ill-suited to cryptographic solutions.

### V. Blackhole-Resistant Routing

BGPsec aims to secure the routing control plane to prevent blackhole attacks caused by route hijacking and propagation of
forged routes. However, in this section, we will show that route hijacking attacks are still possible on the Internet even with full deployment of BGPsec, by employing wormhole attacks [14].

A. Wormhole Attack

In a nutshell, wormhole attacks can be launched by any AS by tweaking router configurations, which do not require any modification to the BGP protocol nor its implementation. A basic wormhole attack can be launched by the following configuration changes in two colluding ASes. Let us assume that ASx and ASy want to attract traffic sent by ASz (cf. Figure 2). To achieve this, these two ASes collaborate to conceal the intermediate ASes between them, i.e., ASk and ASl, in the routing path announced to ASz so that the fake routing path is shorter from ASz’s point of view.

Step 1 Routers in the colluding ASes, i.e., R1 in ASx and R4 in ASy, build tunnels, e.g., IP-in-IP tunnels [25]. Layer two Tunnel protocol (L2TP) tunnels [29], or Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) tunnels [9] between themselves. With the tunneled traffic, R1 and R4 create a virtual link between them.

Step 2 R1 and R4 build a BGP session (called a wormhole session) with each other with the tunnel link ASx-ASy. That is, the network operators in ASx sets R4 as R1’s BGP peer in BGP session configuration, and the operator in ASy sets R1 as R4’s BGP peer in BGP session configuration. In this way, R1 and R4 can directly exchange their routing updates via the tunnel link.

After these configurations, ASx and ASy can successfully generate fake route updates even under the deployment of BGPsec. As shown in Figure 3, ASx signs the AS number pair (ASx, ASy), embeds the signature and its ROA certificate in a route update, and sends it to ASy through the built BGP session between ASx and ASy. In this setting, ASy directly obtains all required “authentic” signatures from ASx, though the session is built remotely to announce the existence of the fake link ASx-ASy. Next, ASy only needs to sign the AS number pair (ASy, ASz) if it wants to attract the traffic from ASz. It is clear that ASz can successfully verify the prefix origin by ROA filters and verify the forged routing path \{ASx,ASy,ASz\} by verifying the AS number pairs (ASx, ASy) and (ASy, ASz). Therefore, ASz will select the forged path if it has the shortest path length among all learned routing paths.

Wormhole attacks allow colluding ASes to generate fake links with valid signatures with BGPsec, thus produced forged routing paths also have valid signatures from the point view of victim ASes. Any victim ASes receiving the update cannot validate if the announced paths are delivered via a tunneled link. These fake routing paths can be successfully verified and adopted by the ASes deployed with BGPsec. Therefore, the wormhole attacks can easily raise routing blackholes, which cannot be prevented by BGPsec.

B. Impact of Wormhole Attacks

We use two different measured Internet AS topologies in our experiments. We use the measured 830-node AS topology from the SSFNet project\(^1\) that is obtained from a BGP routing table, which is referred to as the 830-set topology, and the measured real Internet AS topology from a CAIDA repository\(^2\) to generate the graph of ASes. In the CAIDA topology, we focus on all 34 ASes that contribute to the Router-Views repository and their neighbor ASes, which is referred to as the rv-set topology. These two topologies include tier-1 ASes, tier-2 ASes and other ASes, and the relationships between these ASes are set according to the CAIDA AS relationship report. Table I shows the number of links in these two subgraphs. We simulate BGP routing polices on the Internet topology according to Gao-Rexford conditions [10]. To evaluate the impact of wormhole attacks, we select 10 AS pairs with different outdegree in the 830-set and rv-set subgraphs as colluding ASes to launch the attacks. We use three different strategies in the simulations: high-attack, low-attack and random-attack denote that ASes are selected with high, low, and random outdegrees, respectively. These ASes comply with the constraint that they have more than three neighbors. We investigate the number of ASes in the graph that are impacted by the attacks and measure the number of routing paths in each node that are hijacked by the wormhole attacks.

Figure 4 illustrates the number of hijacked routing paths at

\(^1\)http://www.ssfnet.org/Exchange/gallery/asgraph/index.html

\(^2\)http://as-rank.caida.org/data/
achieve blackhole-resistant routing. BGPsec is unable to ensure that BGP can hijack more routing paths if the wormhole attacks are launched in these AS topology [8]. These links may be highly preferred in real AS topology. Many real eBGP links are missed by the limitations of the scenario. In the AS, 1,633 routing paths are hijacked. More routing paths hijacked than the ASes in the high-attack scenario. In the random-attack scenario, an AS in the rv-set graph with at least one routing path hijacked in the AS graph. There are 72% and 44% nodes in the low-attack and high-attack scenarios, wormholes hijack most nodes’ routing paths in the topology. Only about 11% nodes’ routing paths are not impacted by the wormhole attacks. In these two scenarios, the colluding ASes have more customer ASes, and 2,197 and 172 routing paths at one ASes are hijacked by the wormhole attacks, respectively. In particular, one AS has more than 2500 routing paths hijacked in the random-attack scenario. Here, a hijacked routing path at one AS indicates that the AS to one destination prefix is hijacked. We assume that each AS only has one prefix.

The rv-set graph has a similar distribution of hijacked routing paths to the 830-set graph. Figure 5 shows the CDF of hijacked routing paths per AS by our wormhole attacks. The rv-set graph has a similar distribution of hijacked routing paths by the wormhole attacks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of ASes</th>
<th># of links</th>
<th># of routing paths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>830</td>
<td>791</td>
<td>7312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1425</td>
<td>1405</td>
<td>5510</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. The Number of Links and Valid Routing Paths in the 830-Set and RV-Set Subgraph.

Fig. 4. CDF of hijacked routing paths in the 830-set AS graph by wormhole attacks.

Fig. 5. CDF of hijacked routing paths in the rv-set AS graph by wormhole attacks.

Loop free routing is an important property for any routing protocol. In this section, we show that attackers can generate forwarding loops and easily overload network links by launching a mole attacks in the Internet. Mole attacks violate the loop-free routing property.

A. Mole Attack

In general, a mole attack can be launched if a prefix is allocated to an AS and the AS does not fully consume it, i.e., the AS does not set a specific route for the prefix. In the current Internet, larger ASes will apply for prefix blocks from Regional Internet Registries (RIRs) on behalf of their customer ASes.³ They announce the prefix blocks to the Internet with the correct signatures, but they cannot know the usage of the prefix allocated to their customers. The customer ASes may always set a static default route to one of their providers [22]. In this setting, if any customer AS does not fully consume the prefix, an attacker can easily launch the mole attacks by generating traffic to the unused prefixes to overload the victim AS link between the provider and customer AS, and exacerbate the packet forwarding performance and even disrupt the network connectivity.

Figure 6 shows an example of the mole attack. AS_y is authorized to announce the prefix 10.0.0.0/24. The routing announcement is legitimate and can be verified by BGPsec. AS_y is multihomed to two provider ASes, i.e., AS_x and AS_z. Meanwhile, AS_y sets a default route to AS_x. We assume that AS_y does not fully use the prefix block 10.0.0.0/24, any traffic to the addresses in the prefix will be forwarded among AS_x, AS_y, and AS_z permanently, which allows an attacker to easily increase the link loads between these ASes and flood the link by generating traffic to the prefix. Here, if AS_y is only attached to one AS, e.g., AS_x, only the link connecting AS_y and AS_x will be affected by the mole attack.

To launch a mole attack and flood the target AS link, the attacker needs to locate a target prefix that will traverse the

³Actually, a customer network could be without any AS number. For simplicity, in this paper, we do not differentiate between “network” and “AS”.
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target link and is not fully consumed. The AS that owns the target AS is called the target AS. The attacker can attack the target link by simply generating traffic to the IP addresses belonging to the target prefix. More specifically, the attacker can take the following steps to achieve this:

**Step 1** The attacker can firstly check whether the target link can be directly flooded by investigating if the customer AS that the target link is attached to fully consumes its own prefix. If any sub-block of prefix is not used, the target AS is the target AS and the unused prefix sub-block is the target prefix. The announced prefixes can be obtained from some public services, e.g., by looking into ROA from the RPKI server. The attacker can locate the target prefix by checking if the target link is repeating in the forwarding paths to the prefix using traceroute. If the customer AS of the target link does not have any target prefix, the attacker needs to identify all AS pairs that use the target AS link to deliver their traffic, which can be obtained from the Routeviews data⁴. If any AS pair has a common customer AS that (i) asks one of them to announce its prefixes but set a default route to the other AS, and (ii) does not fully consume its prefix, the unused prefix block is the target prefix. Note that the attacker can have some strategies to select a target prefix in the announced prefixes, e.g., normally a unused prefix appears in some larger prefix block.

**Step 2** After locating the target prefix, the attacker can launch the mole attack and start flooding the link by simply generating traffic to the addresses belonging to the target prefix.

Note that although the IP address prefixes are fully allocated, a significant number of IP addresses are not used [7]. Therefore, it is easy to launch mole attacks in the current Internet. The situation in the IPv6 networks will be worse, because it is much easier to identify IPv6 prefixes that are allocated but unused.

If RPKI certificates can be issued in an usage-based approach, i.e., issuing certificates according to the real prefix usage, the authenticity of the used prefix can be verified by BGPsec and then only the traffic to the used prefix will be forwarded. The traffic to the unused prefix will be blackholed, which helps preventing the mole attack. However, it will significantly increase the complexity in operating RPKI when the usage-based approach is adopted, e.g., certificates may be frequently issued and revoked. Actually, the prefix announcement scenario shown in Figure 6 is very common in the current Internet [18]. Although network operators can install the filters in routers to drop all traffic to unused prefixes, the attack still cannot be prevented because of dynamism of the prefix announcement and usage pattern. In particular, this category of anomalies is very wide, e.g., ASes may aggregate the prefixes from the same AS and announce the aggregated prefixes. Moreover, ASes want to split the prefixes and announce the sub-blocks, e.g., to achieve traffic engineering, and the usage of prefixes are always changing. To detect and prevent the attack, routers should have an automatic mechanism to detect the consistency between the announced prefixes and the used prefixes and block the blocks of unused prefixes. BGPsec, however, does not perform any of these operations.

### B. Vulnerability to Mole Attacks

To evaluate the vulnerability of AS links, we use traceroute to measure the routing paths to all /24 prefixes in the IPv4 Internet. We also use real Routeviews data to map different prefixes to the ASes so that we can identify the AS links existing in the routing paths. We measure the number of vulnerable links that can be the target links of mole attacks and the number of target prefixes that can be used to attack the target links. In this experiment, we identify a vulnerable link by identifying the link that is repeating in the routing path.

In the experiment, we observe that the routing paths to more than 200K /24 prefixes have more than 30 hops. Since traceroute is disabled on some routers, we cannot identify all vulnerable links. Surprisingly, we still identify more than 30K vulnerable links. The result is reasonable because the default routes that exist in 70% of the backbone networks [22] can easily induce permanent traffic forwarding between ASes. Normally, unused prefixes are included in the announced larger prefix blocks. A larger prefix block having one /24 unused prefix may include more /24 unused prefixes. These prefixes can probably be used to attack the same vulnerable links or the vulnerable links belonging to the same ASes. Thus, the distribution of the vulnerable links exhibits locality. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the vulnerable links in different prefix blocks.

The majority of vulnerable links are incurred by the traffic forwarded between two ASes permanently. For example, AS 5541 announces prefix 80.96.192.1/24 for AS 21462 but AS 21462 does not fully consume it, the link connecting AS 21462 and AS 5541 is thus vulnerable. Attackers can easily flood

---

⁴http://www.routeviews.org/
the link by generating traffic to any address within the prefix. Note that, AS 21462 is also the provider AS of other ASes, e.g., ASes 51654, 34301, and 49591. Therefore, if an attacker floods this vulnerable link, several ASes’ Internet connections may be impacted.

Moreover, we identify a significant number of vulnerable links that are incurred by the traffic forwarded among more than two ASes permanently. For example, AS 25914 announces prefix 108.160.80.0/20 but does not fully consume the prefix. Because AS 25914 sets a default route to its provider AS, AS 32881, the traffic to the prefix from AS 25914 will go through AS 32881 but go back to AS 25914 again by the path {AS 32881, AS 11666, AS 11084, AS 25914}. Therefore, the forwarding loop among these four ASes is created, and the links delivering the traffic are vulnerable. Because these links may suffer from the same target prefixes, we only count these links once.

Figure 7 illustrates the distribution of the target prefixes that can be used to flood the vulnerable links. Similar to the vulnerable link distribution, the distribution of the target prefix exhibits strong locality. We find that more than 170K /24 prefixes across the entire IPv4 address space can be used to flood the vulnerable links. On average, a vulnerable link can be flooded by using six /24 prefix blocks. Therefore, the addresses of the traffic flooding the links can be diversified and an attacker can randomly choose the addresses in the prefix blocks to attack the links, which can elude prior DDoS defenses.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper investigates whether BGPsec can achieve a set of important security properties. Unfortunately, we find that BGP armed with BGPsec cannot achieve any of the security properties due to their fundamental design principles. For example, we specifically show that in BGPsec, routes can still be hijacked and routing loops still exist today. We hope that this paper will re-launch a dialog to rethink the fundamental tenets of BGP and BGPsec designs.
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